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3Fwo rapid scan radar/display techniques (P I 	 CBRS) -,vere developed
and demonstrated, utilizing the benefits of each technique to provide a
pictorial, vertical, linear perspective display of a landing area and the
terrain preceding and surrounding it. The resulting display is intended
to be used in the performance of aircraft landings under conditions of
zero visibility and zero ceiling and without the need for cooperative
ground equipment.
An introduction to motion cue guidance it: developed as a technique for
designing radar, comparing radar/display results with normal vision,
gaining insight into the experience of landing an aircraft, and drawing
attention to the difficult task of visual landing as well as possible
solutions which could lead to an instrunie:it landing capability ''better
than visual".
This final report, together with addcr,duins and references, can be
used as a concept design guide for low level flight, specifically,
approach to landing and touch down.
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I. SltN1NlAkY
I'ItiS Vinal Report (Volume' I). togctlicr %Kith the Addcnduurs (Volume II),
is thr fir-it attempt by the Airborne Radar Program hersonni•I of Lockheed
lectronics Company to assemble in one publish.•d re , pol-L the concept of
using long%%ave (radar) vision to produce .i pictorial, linear perspective
display/rarl.ir through technirIties such are tht• P 3 I (Processed PPI) and
CBRS (Cross Beam Raster Scan). This report, as outlined by the summary,
is intended as a concept design guide for lmv level flight, specifically,
approach to landing and touchdown.
The intent of this study program, as defined by Contract NASL-4091 1 , is
' ` to conduct	 study of the fea: ibility of a radar dis p lay / system for landing
of aircraft under conditions of zero visibility and zero ceiling without tho
Aid or need of ground instrumentation.' The display desired was pictorial -
., r:id.ir display ^01ich would present the pilot the avail;ible landing cues in a
form \\it.h which he is already familiar. Thcse objectives have been met, as
drmonst r.itcd by Figurrs 7, 58, and 5 e ► . Figures 58 and 59 are examples of
th " radar/displ.,y achicvud by use of a rapid scanning amenna (the Varir,ble
Ridge Scanning Antenna) and circuitry for processing the radar Hata into a
pictorial perspective display, described in Sections b and 7. Figure 7 is
from the first flight-demonstration film of the Lockheed Electronics Company
P 3I rarlar, accomplished by optical processing (rather than the electronic
proccs-:ing of Figures 58 and 59) of movies of llte Lockheed Rotor Blade
Antenna Radar. Although the radar data for Figure 7 was real-time flight
data, data processing tuck place in they laboratory. It is recommended that
a follow-on phase be pursued to iniplemi-nt a real - time flight demonstration
of this radar-derivv(I pt • rspcctivc display.
1. \otc, References are listed in Svction 7.8
Sactions G throu g h 4 da,elop the prulAvIli to be dr,clt %%ith in the main body
ul tha report. The radar/display objective s. concepts, :end definitions are
1)1-4 . scnt4. d.	 Cllr 1 11 1 and Cl')RS radar/display techniques and a mrLhod for
ra; isle:ctiun :err developed.
Section 5 is all introducLiun to nlotiort cua ;guidance as a technique for design-
in L ; radar. cumparino radar/displ:cy ri silts x%ith normal vision, gaining
insight into the • exp..rirncc of l;cndinr an .iireraft, and dramkinb attention to
th, • difficult task ul Visual l : cncling, as %\ell as possible solutions which could
lead to all
	
landing capaltilitv %\hich is "batter thin visual. "
lil.ludaci \\itij this rcporL arc Lmo Addrnciums \^Itich axcerpL t\\u Lill publi5hed
reports prepared in 1902 and 19b5. rht • sr ;iddcndunis, as v vlt as several
of tha references, arc• intrinsic to it toll unciarstanding of the concepts pre-
scntcd and of currant and future desi,l-n planning.
^^	 2
PRMLEM DEFINITION
Chc general problem is to make a zero-zero landing with self- cdht,31lied
(aircraft-contained) sensors .end without electronic ground- based aids	 n
using any type of aircraft. Specifically, the problem is to revie..\ thr \'i^ual
landing problem, develop new visual landing cue analytical techq'1 L"` S ar re-
quired, analyrc tilt' motion cues, and, as it result. ul the motion Llr t- sttld^
.ind the review of the visual landing (nl nuat control) problem, cl^fii 	 the'
parameters of a self-contained sensor/display system for use ire %t,ro-„Oro
landings. This system is to bo vconomicotly feasible to design j. t hci Fabricate,
and used as a flighL-test research tool at NASA, Antes Researels C em o r. , for
z( , ro -zero landing flight research in the Convair 340 Flying LabOratory. b
"Che results of tests with the Flying Laboratory could eventually l (, Ad to
Gpecilication of a family of systems, each designed for a specificaircraft
with specific missions.
The initial assutiiption is that by using other navigational methoch ( VOR,
FAC'AN, etc. ) the Convair 340 is guided to \^ ithin I ), 000 feet of thc rexrJNtiay
threshold. It is also assumed that the aircraft po^.ition is suffir4fitly
ac curate to allow the runway outline or terrain landmarks on eaLh side of
the proper course to be detected (by radar) approximately L nrii C s Sro tT) Lim
runway to scree as checkpoints for proper alig , rment adjustnlegt;' AiYCt'aft
1w;1di l”	 expected Lo differ from rttn\.ay heading by less than 1 S c1e6r(-vs.
Thk se as still rptions affect the desired radar range and azimuth , t hole to be,
scanned and displayed. Should these assuil,ptions prove too restrictive in
actual use, provision may be made for slowing the entire radar scanning
field to search for landmarks and/or the runway.
The aircraft's altitude (above ground level, ACL) at the initiati (.)h of the
problem will be dependrnt on the desired glide slope. The glide sl o pe for
this type of aircraft is normally in the range of L. 5 to 6. 0 degre e's, w'itlh
3.0 degrees (ILS approach) bring the most common. 5, 11, 13, 1() This
range of glide slopes, and the 3. 0 degree and 6. 0 degree glide ejlopes ill
i
0
3	 ^-
Irirti( iikir, %g ill I), used to limit the range- of investigc ► tic^n.	 It is asstun,•cd
lime. thy• glide slops is ainied at a point (aiming point or inip•ict paint)
1000 feet beyond the runway thro shold on the runway centerline. The run-
%%ays of interest, i.c., Moffett Field and Crovvs Landing, are 200 ft by
10, ()0() it.
This problem will include maintaining the aircraft on the glide slope, flaring
the aircraft, touchdown, and rollout. It is assumed that this specific pro-
bleni %\ill end when the aircraft can first come to a full, controlled stop,
and that: additional taxiing will probably be guided primarily by an aircraft-
contained horizontal (PPI) radar display or by use of radar -reflector center-
line markings. Existing aircraft Atitucde and attitude sensors % g ill be used
as required.
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i. PIS1' 1.I1Y ( I..I I , :(*TIV I , :, CON(F PT, AN]) DI-A'1NI HON
T:ie end result of thy • radar systen ► 's scanning of the earth ► . the presentation
of information on terrain and runway status in a form the pilo. can readily
interpret and utilize. The primary method of achieving this will be a
Vertical Situation Display (VSD), ,0iich presents an azi!»uth angle vers ► ts
elevation/depression angle plot of the information gathered from the earth's
surface by the radar. It thus contains a linear perspective view of the
earth geometrically identical to the view that would be seen by the pilot when
looking out his windshield on a clear clay. One of the goals is to present
this perspective view on a "heads-up", see-through screen, with display
content having; a one-to-one aspect with the visual real world situation.	 ►
This goal necessitates oil inside-out" display approach; specifically, the
display presents the earth as seen from the aircraft (as opposed to 'outside-
in , \\,-ith the aircraft as seen from the earth). The display center and the
center' of the pilot's visual cone, together with the center of the radar antenna
and the aircraft's longitudinal axis, are assumed to be coincident. In
Figure 1, the display center is represented by a cross. This cross re-
mains fixed, v hile the displayed terrain and runway move with respect to
the . ross in the same manner as the earth moves with respect to the air-
craft's nose. In fact, the cross is a substitute for the aircraft's nose,
which has been found to be a useful cue element for landing.6
The display must also contain an earth-referenced horizon line in order to
provide the pilot attitude information. This \vill also have an 'inside-out"
movement direction, e.g., a pitch, down \could be shown by the horizon
(and display content) moving up. Roll would be shown by rotation of th,-
The appar, nt convergence at the horizon of parallel lines due to the
observer's viewpoint (an orthographic projection).
5
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Figure 1. Display Definition
6
horii.cm almmL iLs canter and corresponding perspecLivc chimges in Lhc
dispkty content : .i right roll would be shown by a counterclockwise rotation
of the liorizon, with Lhe right si.ic High and the left side lo\%.
It is felt that such a display concept will present tine pilot the same Major
7
visual cues available during a visual contact landing. 5, 6, 8, 1 1, 13, 1
(Ail
	
summary of these cues is given by Lane and Cumming. ^)
The runway is shown in perspective, providing the pilot the change-of-
I-moray-perspective cues normally available. During a contact landing in
.which the horizon is visible, an imporinnl cue for maintaining a constant
glide slope is the distance (in visual jingle) between the horizon and the
aiming (impact) point. For example, if the runway threshold is used as the
aiming point, it should be a constant distance (nominally 3° ) below the
horizon from descent initiation to flareout. The aircraft is overshooting
the threshold if the distance from the threshold to the horizon gets larger,
and undershooting if this distance gets smaller. The intended VSD -.will
provide the pilot this same capability, and will be more reliable than visual
by always presenting a consistent horizon reference independent of haze,
smog and fog. Sonic of the most important cues used during a contact land-
ing arc those resulting from relative terrain movement. The instantaneous
aiming (impact) point is motionless, with uther terrain points mowing
radially Away at a rate that increases with distance from the aiming point.
liv sensing the direction of iniv:ment of several points, the pilot can
Lriangul;ae to estimate his instantaneous aii>>ing point. The intended terrain
display %\ill also provide these cues to Lhe pilot. Because of their importance,
Lhe motion cues are analyzed in cletail in Section 5.
It is a long term objective to achieve "better than visual' landings  7 by
combining an enhanced radar perspective display with velocity vector
intercept, etc., with additional cockpit information (flight director, etc. ).
and integrated flight controls.
Two radar design parameters are the inclusive scan angles (field of vie«-)
and the maximurn range of the raclar. The scan angle, both in elevation/
depression and azimuLll, Must be defined in order to place practical
limitations on the radar system and still provide it display of a portion of the
earth that is large enough to facilitate a safe landing. Review of the literature
7	 -
pertaining to landings m;idc • wills ;1 restricted Iield of vit-w in(I \NitIt Iele ision
„r pl rI"t opv (IisI)Iitys  	 ll,	 l stiggetil.S IIIa1. .1 .:5-degree I,y .:c+-,II•gree ----
Iield of view is ,idecjtiaLv. Ilowcvcr, a uoiiiinal 30-degree-square field of view
will be used for convenient display :cnalyais. This D-degree field of view
is depicted in figure 1, shoving it 1 5-clegree scan both left and right of
center and a 15-degree scan both up and down from center.
The required maximum range of the radar can best be determined by flight
test. However, radar flight information has not previously been presented
in p his perspective form. Therefore, analytical studies and hypotheses will -
be used to specify the radar range. This has been accomplished through
motion cue analysis and the assumption that the motion cues available dur-
ing a landing are the most important cues. This analysis, presented in
detail in Section 5, has resulted in the conclusion that the maximum desired
range should be initially set at 10, 000 feet in order to_maximize the motion
cues displayed.
These radar range and scan angle limitations are intended as values for
initial system operation which must be evaluated in flight. If either proves
to be too restrictive to ensure a safe landing, modifications must be made.
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4. RADAR I'E:C'IINIQUES
4. 1 P j I SYS I EN  C'ONUEPT
the 1' - 1 (Processed flan Position Indicator) is a radar system/display
technique %%lhich resutts in the presentation of PPI-derived radar information
in true linear perspective oil 	 vertical (azimuth angle, 0, vs. depression
angle, 9) display V itliout thy• use of cooperative ground equipment. ( Figures 7,
D- li and 59 demonstrate the P 3 I appearance. ) This section presents the basic
logic which %g as iollowed in constructing the first P jI radar system/-h splay.
Several of the constants presented \\.ere derived using the characteristics of
the Fairchild 7o-5 Mll display (ill 	 deflection voltage and displav
size) used \\ith tilt' first system. These vaiues are included here to provide
continuiLy in the logic. llo\tever, it musL be clear that they may be changed
to be compatible with a different display, once established.
The P 3 I system 'dis p lay is in extension of the same basic radar technology
Lhat produces a conventional PPI (Plan Position Indicator). The PPI is a
polar plot of range and azimuth angle \ iLh the aircraft at the origin. The
signal amplitude of the radar back - scattering terrain is plotted (as intensity
modulation of the CRT) lineariv v ith time from transmission, .%hick is
coincident with range. The basic PPI has no abilit y to present elevation/
ciepression angle inforniation.
The P 3 1, a type of C-scope, is a linear plot of azimuth angle (0) Versus
depression angle (9). :Azimuth angle corresponds to the position c.f the radar
fan beam. Processing the PPI-derived data from range to depression angle
requires that the signal amplitude from the radar back-scattering terrain be
plotted nonlinea. rly v ith time. The radar returns are made coincident v ith
depression angle by taking into account attitude and altitude and assuming
that the eartl: is relatively flat and Horizontal in -he vicinit y of the airport.
(If this is a poor assumption, it can be modified through an adjustment
process called registration and discussed in Section 4.4. ) Thus. in contrast
9
lu l.ht^ 1 1 1 1 1, which presents thr tinic delay of returns as slant range, the
P.3 system converts I.he time delay to depression angle (9), consistent with
aircraft attitude and altitude.
Assuming a ' itat earth, '' %\t , have the relationship
9	 art sin ( A )
\%here:
A	 -	 aircraft altitude above ground level (AGL), in feet
9	 =	 depression angle from the earth-referenced horizontal
to some point on the ground, in degrees
R	 =	 slant range trom the aircraft to the above point, in
feet.
Using the relationslip R = 500 t. as above, we have:
9	 =	 arc si ► 1 (	 `^	 )500 t
where:
t	 -	 delay time of ground return at slant range R, in
microseconds.
The geometry for this equation and the resultant 9 vs. t curves for several
aircraft altitudes are shown in Figure 2. Using th,, simplifying assumption
that for small angles the sine of an angle is approximately equal to the angle
expressed in radians results in:
A	 =	 57. 3 (	 A	 )	 0. 11	 (A)
	
500 t
	
t
If we assume a display 18 * ( y ) by 30° (0) that is 6 ci ►► by 10 cm (usable) and
requires a nominal deflection voltage of 0. 1 volt/cm (compatible with the
Fairchild 765 ,111 CRT display NN-Mch was used for the first P 3 I system), we
obtain: I (degree = 0. 0337 volt and V e = -0.033 9 (depression angle is positive),
where V 9 is the deflection voltage required to move a distance corresponding
to 9 degrees and which defines the vertical sweep ^vaveform. Therefore,
V _ 	 033) (. 115)	 A	 -.00378	 A
9	 t	 t
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11	 = -_
S
Electronic iniplementation of this equation is then seen to be an inverse-
time (hyperbolic) function generator amplified linearly by altitude. The
altitude range of interest is from a maximum of 1000 ft to a minimum
(wheels on ground) of 15 ft, resulting in an amplification range of 66.67.
Applying this nonlinear vertical sweep to the vertical amplifier of the dis-
pla y wil l , neglecting roll and pitch, place the radar return; expressed as
-axis (intensity) modulaliuns in their proper depression angle (A) location
for each azin;uth angle (0) searched. The general systern diagram is shown
in Figurc 3.
An additional input to the vertical amplifier is the attitude Signal, which
adjusts the amount and location of the ground picture shown on the vertical
display to correspond to that which % ould be seen %%hen lool.ing out the
windscreen under the existing pitch and roll conditions. This is accomplished
I) %- changing, from that visible in straight and level flight, the amount of dis-
play vortical sweep visible on the CRT. A change of pitch results in the
corresponding addition(or subtraction) of a bias which is constant for all
azimuth angles. A pitch-down attitude results in the addition of a positive
bias, causing the ground to move up on the display; a pitch-up attitude
results in the addition of a negative bias, causing the ground to move clown
on the display, consistent %. ith what ,ti ould be viewed out the windscreen.
For the display considered above, this is represented by.
VP = 0. 033 7 9r
w•hr re
VP = bias voltage clue to pitch of aircraft, volts
A Y = pitch angle of aircraft in degrees; down is
positive, up is negative.
lioth pitch and altitude affect the location of the display content. An error
in pitch causes an error which is continuous on the display because it is
simply a bias level, V P . lto%vever, an error in altitude results in a vertically
nonlinear error in the display presentation because altitude is represented
as a gain level.
12
A roil +tttitude of Lilt , aircraft results in the corresponding addition (or
subtraction) of bias which is linva rly dt-pt-ndt-nt oil 	 azimuth position in
(111cstion, t-xprt-ss4 • d by:
V11 -	 . 033 0 tan J
xvheec:
V 	
a
	bias voltage at some azimuth position 0 due
to roll of aircraft, Voles
0	 azimmth position in degrees; to right of center
is positive and to It-it of center is negative
roll angle of aircraft in degrees; to right is
positive and to left is nogative
The addition of V  to the sweep function results in the ground moving up on
the side of the roll and do\Vn oil 	 opposite side, -,%ith the c'-.ange of vertical
sweep len-th increasing linearly for increasing angular distance from center.
The vertical display thus shoxvs the horizon moving in the direction opposite
to the roll, and at an angle (from its "normal" position) equal to the roll
angle, which is What would be seen when looking out the Windscreen.
BY sui>>n ► ing %' R and %, P' a voltage is obtained which represents the sweep
changes necessary to present a vvi-ticai display compatible with tilt- roll and
pitch conditions of the aircraft. It is necessary, clue to its dependence on	
_ - !
0, that this attitude voltage (V R + V l ,) be synchronized to the horizontal
sweep, which corresponds exactly to the position of the antenna, aS shown in
Figure 3. Thus, with proper synchronization between the horizontal and
vertical sweeps and the antenna, the Z-axis modulations due to the receutf on
of radar returns are placed in their proper vertical display position, i.e.,
in their proper (8, 0) location.
4. L P 3 I OPTICAL DERIVATION'
The appearance of a radar-derived vertical display is difficult to Visualize;
for this reason, it was decided to prepare P 3 
 
demonstration material. An
optical processing technique was developed to obtain both still and movie film
of the P 3 I display appearance. Although primarily intended for demonstration,
the P 3I optical derivation method also provides an alternative to electronic derivation.
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The basic principle used in the P 3 I optical derivation is that of the "pinhole
projection' phenomena depict e d in Figure 4. The perspective view which
a Akim.in observer obtains of the world is due to the passage of light through
Llic pupil of his eve and its projection on the retina. 25 "The pupil is a small
opening in the iris, so that light passing through it is in rays, with Each
point on the field of view (ideally) representing one ray passing throug'i the
pupil at an angle which is unique \%ith respect to all other rays. The pro-
jection of these rays onto the retina produces a true perspective view of the
\%orld. This process is denionstrablc by placing a pinhole in a plane vertical
to a horizontal ''ground plane. The passage of light rays from the ground
plane through the pinhole is similar to the passage of light rays through the
pupil. If these light rays are then projected on a screen parallel to the
plane of the pinhole, ., true perspective view of the ground plane is attained
%%hich is very similar to •,^hat a human observer would see if located at the
pinhole: i.e., a vertical perspective display is achieved. (The ' pinhole
projection is inverted and the eve is difficult to focus, but these effects
can be corrected.)
By moving the pinlhcle up and do\\n in a plane at a right angle to the ground
plane, the altitude changes of perspective are observed on the projection
plane. Rotation of the projection plane about an axis perpendicular to it at
its center results in perspective changes on the protection plane identical to
those of a roll change of an aircraft. A change in the angle between the
ground plane and the projection plane results in perspective changes identical
to those of a pitch change of an aircraft. Thus, the combination of these
movements can lead to perspective changes identical to those which an
observer in an aircraft views during flight.
Thr appearance of the P 3 I display can be denionstrated by optical processing
of PPI- '-rived film in accordance \p ith the pinhole projection concept. This
processing was acco ptished in the folloxing manner. Using Lockheed
Electronics Company's F-Lb Enstrom lielicopte r equipped with the Internal
Research and Development Crossed-Beam Radar System " 6 and the helicopter
Rotor Blade Ano,nna, L6 ' 7' d film records of an actual PPI radar display
we e obtained, along with syncizronized cockpit views of the terrain from
,\hick the PPI data -were derived. This PPI film was projected, one frame at
15
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a tunic, on a while screen. The CRT grid %as visible on the projection,
-w ith one grid space representing 450 or 900 ft, enabling the proper scaling
of the photographic technique. A camera with the aperture slopped all the
way down to approximate a pinhole' was pUiced against the screen and
looking up parallel to the screen. The camera aperture was centered at the
altitude circle, which represents aircraft position, and placed a distance
from the screen equal to aircraft altitude -,\hen using the projection scaling.
The physical arrangement for this technique is shown in Figure 5.
T%, o cameras were used with this technioue. A Polaroid was used initially
to verify the theory .ind establish the procedures to be used. It was learned
that exposure tidies of from 30 to 90 seconds were required to satisfac^orily
expose the film h-cause of the small aperture used. (Larger apertures
cause poor depth of focus. ) It %g as also shov,n that the P 3 I perspective
changes due to pitch, roll or altitude changes, accomplished by movement
of tine camera with respect ro the projection screen, %sere distinguishable.
The second camera used ,%as a Giannini Multidata Camera, Model III-I3,
which has the ability to expose one frame of 16mm movie film at a time,
required by the long exposure times used. The camera was set at f/16 and
a 1. 7 ft focus, using 60 or 75 seconds exposure. Film was Ansco AS°_
100 and Kodak Ekt-achronie.
A rather lengthy procedure was followed, with each frame of the PPI-
derivcd film brim; processed to one frame of P 3I movie. TN\o series of
P 3 1 films were wade. The first film was prepared on May 15, 1967, using
PPI films of the Raritan River area, near Middlesex, New Jersev. This
film was intended to demonstrate the perspective and motion cues available
on the P 3I display, but did not show the perspective changes that Mould
result from altitude or attitude changes. A copy of this film was delivered
to NASA-Ames Research Center in May, 1967.
To demonstrate the P 31 appearance during a landing approach, PPI filr-is
were obtained of approaches to Mercer Country Airport, Trenton, New Jersey,
which was chosen for filming because it is fairly large and has relatively
easy access. All approaches were on Runway 29, which is 150 x 3000 ft.
The terrain preceding and surrounding the runways is primarily grassy
fields, and all runways are either blacktop or concrete.
17
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The films obtained sho" the PPI appearance during various types of landing;
approaches, both correct and incorrect: 3° anti 6" approaches, crabbed
approaches, .ind improperly aligned approaches. In addition, fill') was
obtained of an autorotation approach with an approach angle of approximately
18'. The intent of this film i5 to demonstrate that the basic PPI changes
very little with large and rapid altitude or attitude changes, and, therefore,
has limited usage as a landing instrunient. (However, the PPI with cross-
beam can be used to perhaps CAT I1 with afixed-wing,and has been demon-
sLrated in an LEG helicopter to CAT II. 36)
One of the straight 6' approaches was selected to provide the PPI film, and
this was processed into two P 3 I film strips. The first film strip shoes the
P 3 I appearance during a 6° approach from an altitude of 480 feet dov.-n to 150
feet, followed by a 4' pitch-up, a climb to 200 feet, and a leveling off. The
second film is a fly-by at an altitude of -1 85 feet. This demonstrates the
P 3I appearance during level flight, a left roll to 10' and return to level,
right roll to 10° and return to level, a pitch up to 4° and return to level, and
a pitch down to 4° and return to level. Copies of tlicse films were obtained
by NASA-Ames during a trip by LFC personnel on September 7 and 8, 1967.
The nature of the films obtained is demonstrated by Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6 shows the PPI ground ;nap of the entire r_in%%ay/taxi\\ay complex,
With the approach runway as the (lark vertical bar near the center of the
figure. Other run%%ays and taxiways appear as dark bars. The bright area
in the right central portion of the picture is the hangar area. Figure 7
presents a conip.,rison bet-%veen visual perspective and P 3   perspective. The
upper photograph sho«s the view from the helicopter cockpit during a land-
ing approach. The runway on x-%hich the approach was made is seen in the
upper portion of the photo to the left of tht windscreen divider. Another
runway crosses from the upper left to the lo%',er right of the \\indscreen , in
addition to a taxiway from center to upper right. RUIV,\a:: s are 150 ft .%ide
and taxiways are 75 ft wide. The helicopter is on a 6° glideslope at approxi-
ma„ely a 11 50 ft altitude. The P'I photograph corresponding to the cockpit 	
t
view is sho-,^ n in the lower half. Because the cockpit camera has a wide field
of view (when conipared to the P 3 I field of view), the P 3 I photograph is an
enlargement of the central area of the cockpit view. the dark areas of the
19	 V
Figure u. PPI of Mercer Ccunty Airport
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Figure 7. Comparison of Visual and Optically Derived P 3I Perspective
4
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1.) 3 I photogroph	 the rFitim ays .Fnd taxiways.	 1'hC ver y iCal tr.tpeioirl	
a
in the center is the run%vay being approached, the dark band running from
center left to lower right is the crossing runway, and the thin dark band
running upward and across from the left is the crossing taxiway. The light
areas rcprvsent the grass and soil surrounding the runways. Agreement
between P 3I and visual perspective is noticeably good. The motion cues
provided by the movie films denloisLrate even more clearly the ability to
' see' the runway in dynamic perspective. Providing the pilot with such a
dispiay gives him a capability not previously available - the ability to ''see"
the runway and the terrain surrounding it in a real-time perspective presen-
tation v hile under IFR conditions and without the need for cooperative
ground equipment.
4.3 P 3I WITH CBRS
The P 3 I (Processed Plan Position Indicator) and CBRS (Cross Beam Raster
Scan) radar techniques are two different but complementary ways of deriving
and displaying radar data. The P'I uses a PPI derivation which, assuming
a flat-earth, is converted to a perspective display. The CBRS sequentially
views the tield of interest in nominally 1-degree by :-degree squares, which
results in a perspective display of the area scanned V. • ithout relying on attitude
or altitude sensors. `9, 30 Thus, the P 3I presents a derived perspective
\\hilt- the CURS presents actual perspective. The two types of perspective
will agree, provided the P 3 I assumptions are met, namely that the earth is
relatively flat and horizontal and that the altitude, roll, and pitch inputs
are correct. If these assumptions are not correct, comparing the P3I
a p-ainst the CBRS can -p rovide an adiustment or - reeistration'' of the P3I
display. This is an important benefit of the combined P 3 I and CBRS sytem.
The tN&'o techniques, the P 3 I and the CBRS, trill be combined in a single
system/display concept which obtains the resolution benefits of each. For
the radar currently considered, the pUlsc%vidth is such that a point target is
displayed as having a resolution of 50 ft (0. 1 lasec pulse""idth). Tile CBRS
would present such a target as it 1 degree square (no matter what the pulse-
v idth). The size (in ground plane feet) represented by this square is
dependent on the distance of the target froth the aircraft. At long distances,
22
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this is much larger than the 50 ft range resolution of tilt , P 31, and at siliall
distances this is less than	 e 30 ft range resolution of the 1 1 I, as depicted
in Figure 8. By combining the P 3 I and CBRS techniques, it is possil,le to
maximize the -ccuracy of the display presentation„ "^ '-ith the 50 ft range
resolution being the worst displayed. 'rhe display resulting from the com-
bination of these two methods is depicted in Figure 9.
I'he transition from P jI to CBRS is dependent oil 	 front the aircraft.
Assuming a flat e :girth, this can b e defined as occuring at a particular angle
(9') down from the horizontal for any given altitude (A). This transition
:engle (9') is the angle at which both the P 3 I and the CBRS have the same
50-ft range resolution for a particular altitude. For angles down from the
horizontal (9) less than 9', the P 3I will have the better resolution; for 9
greater than 9', the CBRS will have the better resolution. The ideal
transition angle 9' as a function of aircraft a
Figure 10. The results for BW = V and AR
For example, if A - 100 ft, then	 _^R	 -A
for BW - V and	 A	 = 0. 5 results in 9'
ltitude is deLerinined using
= 50 ft are plotted in Figure 1 I
;n
100	 = 0.5. tTsing Figure 10
10. 5 degrees. Thus, the
curve of Figure 11 passes through the point A = 100 ft, 9' = 10. 5 degrees.
The ideal range ' resolution improvennent" (R.I. ) obtained by this com-
bination of P 3  
 
and CBRS techniques is defined in several n canners:
Fo r:
0° < 9 -^ 9' ( P 3 1)( 1 )
Distance represented by I degree beam (ft)
R. I.	 50 (ft)
This represents the advantage of using tilt- P 3I instead of the CBRS for this
angular range.
For:
9 = 9' (transition),	 ( 2 )
R.I. = 1,
because the range resolution of both techniques is the same (50 ft) at the
transition angle, 9'
23
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1•'or.
9' c 9 < (40° wins)
	 (3 i
5O (ft)
ij ' I '	 Distance represented by 1 degree bears) Ift)
Phis represents the advantage of usin the CBRS rather than the P 3I in this
angular range.
This _deal resolution inip: ovement, clue to its dependence on 9, is dependent
oil aircraft altitude; samples are graphed in Figure 12. The angle 9' as
defined above is the angul^-+r depression from the earth-referenced horizontal.
Since the pitch attitude (9 P ) of the aircraft cornin,o down the Aide slope is
fairly constant, a good approximation of the ideal 9' can be obtained by
relating some transition angle (9 0 ) as an angle from the aircraft lon'gitudinal
axis. The transition \\ould then occur at an angle 9 0 = 9' - 9P
 from the
aircraft axis (9 P is positive for pitch down), and ,\ould appear on the display
at 9 0 . 9P can be set in as a constant for the desired glide slope, resulting
in 9 0 being dependent only on altitude. Since the CBRS samples in 1-degree
sectors, 9 0 should change at 1-degree increments as a function of altitude.
If the altitude increments are made constant, the location of the trai-isit;on
line• on the display beccmes an index of altitude, and its movement becomes
.in index of altitude rate. By accurately coupling a radar altimeter to
trigger the transition angle changes, a scale can be provided on the display
for the direct readout of altitude, permitting tl - tc pilot to save much of the
time that %kould other,,%ise Have to be spent in sv itching his vision between
the VSD and the radar altitude indicator. The position of this transition line
is not critical, and this usage of altitude as the defining variable for its
location may provide a very valuable cue.
The requirement for azimuth resolution may be considerably different from
that for elevation resolution, since it is believed that the required azimuth
resolution for a particular aircraft position is linear, i. e., is the same at
the extreme left, center, and extreme right of the display, for any particular
depression angle. This is because the range to the intersection of that line
of sight v ith a flat, horizontal earth-surface does not change. However, the
required elevation resolution is nonlinear, i.e., greater resolution is r ' '-
quired nearer the horizon than at larger depression angles (for a particular
2g
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azinaauh angle) because the earth-range enconipassed by an angular reso-
lution elc nicnL changes greatly. For example, at an a;Litude of 100 ft and
a depression angle below the horizon of 3. 3 degrees, an elevation resolution
of 1 degree corresponds to a range resolution swath on the ground of about
477 ft \chile a 1 degree a Zillluth resolution corresponds to a swath on the
ground of only 57 ft, a nearly 19:1 ratio of resolution in the ground plane.
It is important to consider resolution in the plane of the earth's surface
because the air iield facilities, such as runway, runway lights, buildings,
etc., are laid out in the ground pla"e.
4.4 P 3 I REGISTRATION USING CROSS-BEAM ANTENNA
1'he P 3 I technique is based on t^ti , o assumptions: the terrain over which the
P 3I s y stem \%ill be used daring a landing approach is relatively flat and
horizontal, and the roll, pitch, and ;altitude inputs to the P 3I system are
correct. Deviations from the P 3 I assumptions might present a display \^hich
is not properly aligned v,ith the real world. The result would be that the
pilot views innproper cues concerning his approach status.
The previous section has mentioned that the P 3I might be compared against
the CBRS to result in adjustment or ''registration" of the P 3 I display.
This section presents an interim registration technique that would use a
single passive antenna instead of the CBRS. (Other registration techniques
are being considered; an example is presented in Addendum II. )
LFC, under its IRAD Helicopter Radar Program, has developed a concept
known as the ' Cross-Beam	 L6, 36Scan. "	 The PPI antenna, using micro-
wave energy, illuminates tlae terrain. The cross-beam antenna is a passive
device which receives a 1' horizontal swath of the terrain illuminated by
the PPI antenna. This antenna is placed at a known depression angle from
the aircraft axis, so that the returns received by the cross-beam antenna
can be placed in their proper depression angle location on the P 3 I display,
regardless of terrain characteristics. By combining; the 1' horizontal beam
information with the P 31 display, a display is generated containing exact
(1' beam) information against v hick derived (P 3 I) information can be coni-
pared and adjusted to obtain a suitable derivation. This is the process
termed ' registration, ' and the V horizontal beam has been termed the
re_istration beam.'
.0
	roginl 	 I . - OAun III.Ilysis :.' ins 111(1,.41	 begin i ng "% 111] :i (Iclinition of
whieh rir,. d,•liicled in Vigurt• 1 i.
DcfiniLion olterms:
	
A A	=	 Actual AlLitude, the projected altitude above the
runway, obtained by triangulation of the ro.olstration
beans with Lhe terrain
	
AI\1[Z
	
-	 Measured AlLitucle, obtained by Radar altimetry
	
A R
	=	 The depression angle of the Registration beam from
OW horizon to the actual intersection of the registration
beam with the actual ground plane
	
A 0
	=	 The _Observed registration beam angle as seen on the
P 3 I display, «hich is the depression angle from the
horizon to the projected intersection of the registration
beam with the assumed ground plane at the same range
as the ground returns for AR
	
R	 =	 The Range to the intersection of the actual registration
beam -,p ith the actual ground plane (as above, it is also
the range to ncc intersection of the observed re,.,istration
beam with the assumed ground plane)
i. Altitude RegisLra.tion Using Regis trat ion Bea m Position
For small values of W,
KAA	 KA MR•
eR =	 R	 80 =	 R
Therefore,
9 1 _	 AA
e 0	 AMR
31
LOW ALTITUDE INPUT	 P31 WITH REGISTRATION BEAM	 HIGH ALTITUDE INPUT
/BEFORE ALTITUDE ADJUSTMENT\
OBSERVED BEAM LOCATION
P31
—$EAMWIDTH< 10
P3I
	
PROPER BEAM LOCATION
F
Z
BEAM1 I DTH > 10
P 3 1 WITH REGISTRATION BEAM
/AFTER PROPER ALTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
CORRECT BEAM LOCATION AND
WIDTH OF 1° INDICATES
CORRECT REGISTRATION
A/C	 RPOSITION	
eR 60
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Figure 13. P 3 1 Altitude Registration
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u	 AA	 W
It	 AMR
A	 AW
	
{	 A	 -A MR ^U - uU U	 AMR	 1
or,
Ax R
^O - y lZ = e R 	 ^ AA	 1
for example:
(1) If AMrA = 500 ft, AA = 600 ft,	 and 9U = 10°,	 then
9 R - 90 =	 10°	 (	 600	 -1 )	 =	 10'	 (. 2) = 2°
(^) If A MR	 00 ft, AA - 600 ft,	 and 9U - glide slope = 3°,
then 9 R - 9 U = 3 0 (.2) _ .6'
This is a small error when we consider the aircraft is
12, 000 ft from the aiming point for these conditions.
Figure 13 shows the usage of registration beam position for altitude
registration.
From the abo^ • e, the following conclusions may be drawn:
( 1) Rather large errors in altitude must occur to effect
a substantial error in the 1:13 I display.
(2) An adjustment in P 3  
	
function generator gain correspond-
ing to only a few degrees is expected.
(3) Altitude registration is independent of attitude, 	 since the	 I
horizon is the reference.
(4) A check on the P 3 I horizon can be achieved by manually
scanning the registration beans to the horizon; 	 as the
33
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as previously sho^%,n,
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9 R	 AA
0 O	 AIAR
horizon is reached, the registration angle ( A 11 ) and the
observed registration .tngle (90 ) approach the same
angle as a linii_.
ii. Altitude Recistration UsinL, Revistratio^n Beam Width
BW A 	=	 ACtUat registration beans width (nominally 1°)
BW 0	=	 Registration beam width Observed on P 3I display
(3 W A
Olt 4 cos W 	 s ill /
AA cos BW A - cos 20R
BWO
AR 4 cos 90 sin
AMR cos I;W O - cos 290
(Refer to Figure 10)
I; W A
AMR	 ( cos I^W O
 - cos 290 1 ( cos 9 0
 sin	 ,
AA	 - \ cos BWA - cos 29 0 / `	 BW0
	cos 0
 sin	 2
Assuuling the beam width is very small, and 9 is small,
A ,^11: ^. BWA ( 1 - cos L 90)
A A 	 BW 0
 ( 1 cos 2 uR)
Since sin g
 9 = 1/2 (1 - cos L W) and 9 is small,
Ault	 IOWA
AA	 I I. W 0
^L
l	 ( 1/	 l	 eL0
R
^4^
Ill- P l' I i l r v 9
,
v
BW0 '` ( AA	 90
A\lit	 {	 A :\	 )
AA	
:^ \1 I^
and
1 1W	 A	 9A	 1Z
ti
tiB W 0	 AMR	 O
for example:
If A MR = 500 ft, A A - 600 ft, 90 = 10' and 9 R = 12-0
(from previous exanipIc 1. )
}3
BW 0 	500	 - 1.	 or 13W 0 	10
	 1.2
for
13W 	 = 1 ° , 13W 0 = 5/6°
It is noticed that if A MR < Al then BW 0 < BW A, and if A MR > AA then
BW 0
 7 BW A . This is shown in Figure 13, where a BW A = P is depicted.
Thus, the observed registration beam width . an be compared to the actual
beans width to obtain a check on the accuracy of altitude inputs to the P3I
system. Again, fairly large altitude errors are required to produce any
noticeable change in the registration beam v%idth as observed on the P3I
display.
iii. Attitude Registration
A pitch error is displayed as an improper location of the registration beam.
This %could appear parallel to the bottom of the display and, because attitude
does not affect observed beam width, it would be discriminated from an
altitude error by maintaining a constant width. Since pitch is a bias input
to the P 3 I system, a pitch error is corrected by simply adjusting this bias.
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A rnll crro>r is rlisplavcd as a regislr.ition beam th: ► t is nut parallel to the•
bottoin of thi• rlispl.iy, with the ;ingid.,r difference from par.-licl r(pi,illing
the roll error. This is depiclerl in Vigitrc 14. hull error is corret-ted by
adjusting the roll input to the P 3 I 5ysteltt until the registration beans is
parallel to 011 • displa; hottom.
Based on the :different cues available for detecting the different types of
errors, it is recommended that the order of adjustment be as follows.
( 1 )	 Correct roll errors (roll input adjustment)
(L)	 Correct pitch errors (pitch Was adjustment)
(3)	 Correct altitude errors (,gain adjustment in P 3 I sweep
function generator)
1'his is initially envisioned as an adjustinvia process which can be performed
by a flight eng,inver or technician. llo ,&ever, the basic concept is such that
:automatic registration techniques can be implementer!, and should be considered
during; a follow-up research phase.
Flit . P 3 1 display cross-beam registration techniques are capable of correct-
in for errors in altitude and attitude. Given this capability, it is possible
to account for many of the orientation problems %%hich can occur during land-
ing. This includt•s those problems which can result %hile approaching; rLinways
%\hick are :,refined or declined from thr horizontal. The result is a P3I
display which maintains a one-to-one relation with the visual landing situation
and can provide the pilot accurate information on his approach status when
visual contact is unavailable-. Thus, the concept of using a 1° horizontal
bcani for registration of the P 3I system is recommended as a step toward
the achievement of ''be'.ter than visual' landings with an aircraft- contained
radar !:meting system.
4.5 RADAR RANGE: AS A FUNCTION OF SIGNAL TO NOISF. RATIO
The pet;tormance capability of the radar utilized in the P I system is readily
t stablished from the range equation. This is easily identified for an optimum
(coliercnt detector) and constant (non-fluctuating) reflection coefficient.
3r
10°
1(r
ROLL • 0'	 ROLL • 10° RIGHT	 ROLL • 100 R I GHT
ROLL REGISTRATION CORRECT ROLL REGISTRATION CORRECT ROLL REGISTRATION
REQUIRES 10' RIGHT
ROLL CORRECTION
Figure 14. P 3 1 Roil Registration
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In this case, the outpI ► l signal- lo -noise ratio is given by
1'
r	 I~:
fi t)	 N 	 NU
1w re: ^ U
	
output signal-to-noise ratio
I:	 recei^,c-d signal energy (joules)
\ 0 -	 noise po\^. • r ( t ensity (Malts/cps)
P	 =
r	
received signal power
N	 =
r	
input rt-c- • iver noise
Fur a pulsCJ carrier radar signal, ccuaLion (1) becomes:
F:	 P r ''
N 0	 F KT La
\\ lie re:
Y	 -	 pulse \\icith
N	 number of pulses integrated
Vii C
	
No - noise power density
L	 =
a	
system lasses
Finally, combining equation (21 ) with the basic radar range equation results
in:
Pt ?'QA r G  N
0	 (4—,) 2 R  FKT L
a
who re:
Pt =	 peak transmitter pox\er
0,	 radar reflective coefficient
Ar =	 effective area of receiving antenna
G t	 gain of transmitting antenna
R	 =	 range
Equation ( 3)) is readily utilized Lu predict a radar's performance since there
is .much literature available to identify the value of qp ^, -hich cor; espouds to
(Z)
(3)
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1,10/N n0/N
vI
l_
Multiplierf
.I"
—* q 0
any ri•quired probability of detection and false alarm rate. Yhy!
"toe orresponds to the final output si g nal-to-noise po%%-(r ratio a -
-0 -
re • presents the input carrier signal-to-noise power ratio. This is illustrated
in the sketch below.
In essence, the input signal -Lo-noise po ,^\er ratio is unproved by the number
of pulses integrated, and this condition is independent of the input signal-to-
noise level. When the input signal is video detected prior to integration,
the nonlinear operation of a souare la« or linear detector degrades the
signal-to-noise level before it is improved by the process of integration.
i'lie aiuount of degradation is a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio
and, therefore, cannot be treated as a constant loss factor in the ranee
equation. The exact effect the detector law has on realizing a specified
probability of detection and false alarm rate has been rigorously treated
by J. I. Marcum. 33 The results of his work have been summarized by
Merrill I. Skolnik as a set of curves which identifies the degradation
introduced clue to a linear or egaare law detector. In using these results,
it is only necessary to replace N by NL. in equation (3). L. is essentially
an efficiency factor and is a cumparatively insensitive function of probability
of detection and false alarm number fv^ f . The set of curves in Skolnik's
text are for it system wl ich ideally integrates (the system is matched at
video) the video pulses folloxing video detection. If the integration is
accomplished using a display and operator, the integration process adds
an additional amount of degradation.
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It has been experimcilLally established by many in tht• rad.,r field that tilt-
integration improvement factor VL i varies as	 \+hen the system employs
a vie\\eel display. This is flue to the Insses introduced by the nonlin(—ar
processes associaLed v ith eyeball il1Le;oration. A reasonably good estilllate
of radar performance for a sysc: nl using an operator for visual detection
is therefore. obtained by simply replacing N by % N in equation (3).
file total nun-ber of pulses integrated \\ill  now be determined in order to
obtain X1
0 
as a function of only ,T find R. This corresponds to the numuer
of tulles the s,iiiw portion of tilt- display is illuminated for the duration of
Lillie tilt' ck"' Fall ettecti\'t'l\ IntC1'l*ate.
_\ reasonable du.tntity to use for this integration tin g e, which \\e \\ill ide'ntily
.s ;1 , is 1/30 second.
Expressed mathematically:
?'.
N	 =	 li Ls/scan Tl 	 (4)
s
,,\here:
total integration time
l'	 scan tingeC
\* J\\ the nits/scan is given by:
T S
Nurllber of lines on display x L
Where :
t	 pulse repetition period
r
Hence:
Number of lilies X t	 (,)
r
We can now incorporate the basic parameters of the radar \\hick are tabulated
in :appendix I; into equations (5) and (3) to get Y?() = f	 R).
-40	 r
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r
I'Ms results in:
N = (1/30) 2-1l03)
., o
N =	 JI
And.
N0 = 1. b6 (10 1 0	 ^ 4	 (o)
l2
For our purposes, the output signal-to - noise ratio is bast presented as a
function of the depression angle for various altitudes of interest. Also,
since the available empirical data on ground return for the frequency of
interest is in terms of the lack-scattering coefficient, '* must be solved
for in terms of the incidence area.
cs	 r A.
	
(7)1
Where:
Y =	 back-scattering coefficient
A. -	 incidence area1
Referring to figure 17:
A i = >Z S = R R 0 b
	;^ )
Wliere:
0 	 azimuth beat-nwidth
j = C ~/L tan 0	 (9)
Combining equations (7), (8) and (9) gives a in terms of the geometry and
radar parameters.
J = if Ai = I 	 0 1) C 71 /2 tan 9	 (10)
Ai• INC IDENCE AREA
ILLUMINATED AREA
F
Figure 15. Area Contributing to Radar Return
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Also:
I'll 	 -
`i 11 W
Substituting for 0- and R in equation (n) yields the desired result, which
vllablcs i0entifying the detection charatAcristics of the radar system.
-1
)^ 0 	5.L (1014)	
cos y d—, -3 Y	 (1.')
Values for the back-scattering; coefficient as a function of incidence angle
for scrub pine and unbroken grass and grain are available in an internal
memo for file. 35 Utilizing this empirical data enables computing 1Z 0 from
equation (12) for various altitu(ies. The results are shown plotted in
Figure 16. Equation ( 1 1 ) is plotted in Figure 17 to facilitate identifying the
radar range that corresponds to tilt , data presented in Figure lo. The
maximimi required slant range was tentaiivrly established as 10, 000 feet
in order to :ally utilise the motion cues displayed. Referring to Figure 17,
we see that this corresponds to an incidence angle of 2.9 degrees at an
altitude of 500 ft. Referring to Figure 16, an incidence an.,le of 2.9 degrees
at an altitude of 500 feet results in an output signal -to-noise ratio of 9 dB
for terrain consisting of unbroken grass anc, grain ant? 17 dB for a 3 to 5 foot
scrub pine. A 17 (1li signal-to-noise ratio yields a probability- of detection
greater than .996 for a probability of false alarm as low as 10 -1Z . Although
9 dB is soniev.-hat low, it is sufficient for obtaining a probability of detection
greater than . 50 when a probability of false alarm equal to 10 -3 is acceptable.
The detection capability of the identified radar system may be improved by
about 4 dli by simply utilizing a tunnel diode amplifier front end. 'Phis
increase alone would provide a probability of detection greater than .995
for an allo y, able false alarm probability of 10 3 . In addition, a larger
aperture antenna is contemplat-1. The azinitith beatnwidth may be reduced
to O.o degrees, resulting in a still larger output signal-to-noise ratio.
From equation (3) we see that:
'10 = K 1 A  G t a- (13)
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Figure 16. Output Signal to Noise Ratio
vs Depressiun Angle for P a l System
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(14)
(15)
(16)
W herd:
A I I I C; t 
and Q are the only parameters invokiniz th
aperture or equivalentk, the antenna beat widths.
Now since:
A	 G ?I
-1-
G =	 L700()
9 b 0b
Where:
9 1) =	 elevation beamwidth
0 b	azimuth bearnwidth
By combining Cquations ( 13), (14), and (15), m,-e get:
0 
_ KZ	
(7
(0b)`
Utilizing the exi)-ession for 0- in equation (10) results in:
= K 3 (^ )	 (17)
b
Equation ( 17) establishes that the outptif—signal-to-noise ratio is inversely
proportion.il to the azimuth bean%%idth. Hence, reducing this by 	
.b
	1.2
	 -
112 ',\ould improve the output signal-to-noise ratio by an additional 3 dB.
1
mac,
t'. MOTION CUE M11IMNCE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
the vertical situation display identified as the P 3
 
 
system (Processed Plan
Position Indicator) provides a perspective vie%-.- of the earth equivalent to
the view that would be visually seen by the pilot. All of the natural cues
associated with a visual approach are, therefore, present in the P 3 I system
to aid in guidance of the aircraft. Several prior Studies 6, 8, 11, L3, 24
have been concerned with the information contained in the visual data avail -
ahle during a landing and its detection and value. A general conclusion which
niay be inferred from the referenced reports is that velocity cues, i.e., the
cues resulting from movement of terrain texture with respect to the pilot,
are perhaps the most valuable. They enable estimating the center of an
expansion pattern of terrain movement (commonly referred to as the sun-
burst effect) which corresponds to the impact point. How accurately this
impact point may be estimated and v, , hat total guidance information this con-
veys is best established from plots of isovelocity and isoacceleration curves.
An isovelocity curve is a continuous line on the earth, all points of which
are moving radially out from the impact point with the same angular velocity.
Similarly, an isoacceleration curve is a continuous line on the earth, all
points of which are moving radially out from the impact point with the game
angular acceleration. The sensitivity with which these angular rates may be
perceived identifies how well the pilot can utilize the motion cues to establish
the flight path and aircraft velocity. These constitute the most critical para-
meters for a pilot to identify in order to make a. safe landing. In the course
of a job analysis based on reports of 185 airline accidents and 519 critical
incidents, Gordon (quoted in Reference 8) found:
The most critical component of the pilot's job, as deterniin°d from all
sources is that involving the skills of establishing and maintaining a proper
angle of glide, rate of descent, and speed of glide on the approach. Failure
47
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t
1  pe - rIornI this par;. of the job advclu. ► tely wits  found to result in three times
as many accidents as does failure to prr'orm any other part of the job.
;
5. L ANALYSIS
An equation for the isovelocity curves %kas derived in Reference 11 %N-hich
relates the radial angular velocity to ground coordinates. This is repeated
below using the: notation of Havron.
V Y/X I + Y  sin`dK	 LI1)
X ` + i 4 1)` + L 1)Y cos ^C
X"here:
K	 = radial angular ,-elocity %,ith respect to the aircraft of any
point on the ground %%ith coordinates X, Y =
	 d^"
X	 = distance perpendicular to the aircraft's flight path, with
the flight path representing X = 0, to the left of the flight
path being negative and to the right being positive
Y	 = distance along the aircraft's flight path, with the aiming
point represo nting; Y = 0; Y from the a. p. to the aircraft
is negative and Y from the a. p. to the horizon is positive
I)	 - slant range distance from the a. p. to the aircraft
V	 = velocity of the aircraft .tlong its glide slope
a(	 = glide slope angle, between the aircraft's velocity vector
and the negative Y axis
These terms are represented in Figure 18. For our calculations it «,as
assumed that the aiming point -,%as on the centerline and 1000 It beyond
the threshold of a run-,%-ay 200 ft x 10, 000 ft; this is compatible with the
zero-zero landing; study work currently performed b ar NASA-Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field.
In order to convert the X, Y coordinates to those of a perspective display,
iL is necessary to obtain the depression angle A and the ^zimuth angle 0
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Figure 18. Geometry Ide. ifying Parameters
Associated with Radial Angular Velocity
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0 • arc tan
X 2 +(Acot«*Y IZ
X
J arc sin	 2	 ^^
A +X .IA cot a+Y 1
pure 19. Transformation from 1X, YI to (0, 0) Coordinates
A
C l
4lllusL aircraft handing speeds including the Convair 340. A simple- multi-
plying Iactur would present the data for an, uther velocity wieich might be
considered. The results are Shown in Figures L0 Lhrough 39. Figures
LO through 29 present the isovelocity curves at the above-nientioned altitudes
for a 3' glide slope and Figures 30 through 39 present the isovelocity curves
at the same altitudes for a 6' glide slope. Similar data have also been
obtained for a e)' glide slope but were omitted since the :esults for	 and
6' was considered sufficient for identifying Lhe effect different glide slopes
have on isovelocity curves. Isovelocity curves were also obtained with a
Ff	
descent slope of 1/10  degree at an altitude of 15 feet (this corresponds to
the wheels touching the ground) for velocities of 1.:0 and 60 knots. This
was clone to identify the eilotion cue existing at touchdown and during taxiing.
the results are illustrated in Figures 40 and 41.
Before establishing the significance of the results presented thus far, let us
determine an expression for constant radial acceleration cur-es. An
equation for Lhe rate of change of tale radial velocity was not found in the
literature. Since this had to be derived, it seemed desirable to exploit the
possibility of obtaining one of the perspective display coordinates in terms
of the radial angular rates and the other perspective display coordinate.
That is, it %\-uuld be w• orth\-,hile to solve for 0 = f (K, A, D, LC and V) or
8 = f (K, 0, D, oc and V) in order to compute constant K curves directly.
Also, obtaining 0 = f (K, A D, cx and V) or A = f 1,K, 0, D, _< and V) would
facilitcete c0111puLing constant K curves directly
1'lh, • se resulLs %%ere realized by first obtaining K = f (A, 0, D, oC and V)
and K - f (d, 0, 1), ex and V). Utilizing the approximation ( cos ` A
-sin `
 0 ti cos ` 91 then enabled rearranging the equations for K and K to
achieve the desired results. The indicated approximation was considered
quite reasonable since the maximum value of concern fo • : ,oth A and 0 is
t 15' for normal flight conditions. Details of the derivation are contained
in Appendix A %% here we obtained:
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sin 69	 l	 --- ) - sin . ( UG - A)	 (5)
LV" sin" 8 cos (oc - A)
Where:
1-,6
	
d K
dt
radial angular acceleration
the renzaining parameters are ;ill as pre\, iously defined.
EquaLions (4) and (5) are surprisingly siniple and easily programmed to
obtain isovelocity and isoacceleration curves for any set of conditions
desired. The loss of accuracy introduced by the approximation used in the
derivation appears to be negligibie. Referring to tables 1, ' and 3 in
Appendix A, %\e • see that the largest difference between the computer
solution and the derived equation is .05 degrees, or less than 1 °'O . Lack of
time prevented setting up a program for equations (z) and (5) to investigate
more completely the variations of the constant velocity contours with
altitude and descent slope in addition to identifying the shapes of the
isoaeceleration curvets.
5.3 MOTION DETECTION AND SIGNIFICANCE
The value of the niotion cues depends oil 	 physical character in coni-
bination with Lhe percuptual abilities of the pilot. Physically, the ground
points move radially away front the impact point which itself has no
nioveniont. The constant angular velocity contours encircle the impact
point, then expand and open ill) into a horseshoe shape as the values increase.
FUrlher increase in Llir angular velocity results in the horseshoe opening;
up. An examination of Figures 20 through 34 reveals that for a constant
glide slope the K-curves move in to\vard the aiming point as the aircraft
descends. T!,is means that the to\&er the aircraft is on its approach path,
the faster the movement in the pilot's visual field, which would be expected.
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1:• set'll t11.11 IIll . (gll t Ir slope an-, It- t1111111 lies hot 11 tllt- shape of Lllr c u I'\ is .IIIII
Lht` ct't1Lt • ring Uf Lht' CtIr\'t — 	Lt'., Lhe CUI*VcS Ciange with respect to the
ruimay. It is these CLIUS \\ hich inform the pilot. of his glide slope, changes
of his glide slope and Lht • itistantanrous aiming point. An approach ,\ • ith a
proper glide slope but an incorrect aiming point would be noticed by a shift
Of the runway with respect to the K-curves. These graphs help to illustrate
the value of tht.• motion cues \\hich Lhe pilot uses, often unconsciously, when
making a visual landing. IL is thought that this type of analysis can lead to
greater av,'arencss among pilots of the cues available for their use, to better
utilization of these cues, and to better, more efficient, pilot training tech-
nig Ile s.
vit-se general conmit'nts pertaining to the physical phenomena which exist
taciLly assume that the pilot can observe or detect, the various contour.
In actuality he does, but not the lo\\'er angular- rates \\'hich ,\-ere plotted.
The lowest angular velocity \which can be perceived is identified as 1/6
degree/second in Reference 11. This conclusion \\-as established as a
Lhreshold value for daylight conditions by interpreting the data in Figure 42.
It is assumed that pilots can reliably detect (essentially detectable in all
cases) movement of this rate under most conditions zncounLered in flight.
A study of Lhe K-curves reveals that this threshold is not nearly as good
as one would desire (at least from the point of view of accurately identifying
the impact point). The impact point is noL completely encircled until the
aircraft is as lo\\ as 25 feel for the 3' descent. slope and 100 feet for the
o' dest ent slope. This is illustrated more clearly in Figures 43 and 44
\which presents Lhe K curves for 1/6 degree/second for various altitudes
ranking from 2000 feet down to 15 feet at a descent slope of 3' and 6',
respectively. Any accuracy achieved in determining the impact point from
the isovelocity effect is probably the result of employing triangulation. If
the pilot can estimate the direction of the angular velocity for several
ground points on the left and right sides of the display, he can then establish
their point of intersection, \which would correspond to the impact point.
Fhe data in Figures 45 and 46 presents the K-cur ves for 1120 degree per
second at various altitudes anu descent slopes of P and 6' respectively.
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Figures 47 :end 48 are for K	 1/60 degree per second. I'he degree of
iiiiprove•ment in accuracy associated v ith better detection threShold5 is
evident from the results presentee) in Figures 43 through 48. `Dote• in
particular that if an angular rate of 1/60 degree/second (this is a 10/ 1
improvement over the visual threshold) could be determined, then the
impact point would be completely encircled at an altitude of 400 feet for a
3° descent slope or 1000 feet for a 6° descant slope. A reasonable method
of estimating the impact point position from the distorted circle is to
dete:rrrine the intersection of lilt- L o lines which bisect the maximum and
nriniirIun1 depression angle and azimuth angle. This procedure would re-
sult in an error of 0.2° in the depression angle for a 3° descent slope at
all
	 of 400 ft. For a 6° descent slope, this error Would ei.ly be
.05° at all
	 of 400 ft. These errors are quite small anri become
much less as the altitude becomes smaller. "There would be essentially
no error for altitudes = 100 ft for the 3° descent and for altitudes !!^ 200 ft
for the 6° descent. It would appear that some method of detecting these
`	 lower angular rates would be of considerable value and provide a better
than visual landing capability.
5.4 MOTION CUE GUIDANCE HYPOTHESIS FOR IMAXIMUM RADAR
RANGE
An additional use of the isovelocity curves is in the determination of the
maxiniuni radar slant range required for an adequate presentation of the
real-world situation. This maximum radar range would become the horizon
Of tale vertical display. Our studies lead us to propose the concept that
what the pilot requires as the horizon is not the earth-horizon but actually
a lice on the earth that is moving at his threshold for angular rate perception.
We have terined this the "perceptual horizon, " and it is approximated by
Hit: K-curve moving at 1/6 degree/second (as previously mentioned). It
nie.st be pointed out that this K = 1/6 degree/second curve is not a fire;
value for the angular rate perceptual threshold and therefore the perceptual
horizon. Under some conditions, lower rates of motion may be detected,
but it is probable that, under most conditions encountered in flight, the
perceptual threshold for angular rate detection. v.-ill be larger than 1/6 degree/
second. Yur this reason, it is not necessary that the maximum radar range
92
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instead provide coverage of Lhc ground which includes .A portion of this
curve and ahproxiunat'es the re.nainder by the ''horizon. -
Twp horizon lines have been presented in each of Figures 10 through 39.
Tho lower corresponds to the horizon that could result from use of a 10, 000 - ft
maXimum radar slant range and the upper represents the horizon that could
result from use of a 15, 000-ft maximum radar slant range. It is seen that
the 10, 000-ft slant range encompasses a large enough portion of the K = 1/6
degree/second curve to be consiciered the perceptual horizon by the above
definition. The horizon for a 15, 000-ft slant range provides a larger view
of the earth and the runwa y , and goes beyond the K = 1/6 degree/second
curve in the field of view. Ho.vever, this goes beyond the hypothesis that
all that is necessary is the perceptual horizon, and it cannot be assumed
that the additional information gained will be worth the additional expense
of the increase in maximum slant range required. For this reason, the
maximum raclar slant range required has been set at 10, 000 ft. For a 3°
glide slope, the 1/6 degree/second perceptual thr.shold along the runway
centerline occurs at ranges of 10, 000 ft and 5, 000 ft for altitudes of 1, 00 1
and 600 ft, respectively.
The FAA Visual Flight Rules visibility requirements are somewhat similar.
FAR 91 12 implies that only one mile visibility is required when the pilot's
primary function is landing and other air traffic is light or under special
control. The FAA's one mile vis i bility ''horizon'' for a pilot flying a 3°
glide slope, 110 kt velocity at a pattern altitude of loon ft , ould correspond
with a motion threshold of approximately 1/3 degree/second. Thus, FAR
91 appears to support the technique.
5. ^ MOTION C -T E DETERMINATION OF DISPLAY/ANTENNA SCAN RATES
The display frame rate, which determines the scan rate of the antenna, is
another display parameter «hich is determined using notion cues. To p ro-
vide smooth motion of th ,- runway outline, centerline, and surrounding
terrain, it is necessary that during one frame period no terrain feature
should pass through more than one angular resolution cell. Although the
P 3I has much greater resolution than I degree near the horizon, the motion
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occur at larger an g les from tht . hor ; ron r,nd at the low altitudes %%here
the C 1 ',I?S iti r• , • qiii red.
I h, hitir rate is as high as 30 degrees/second, wi t h th, • exact magnitude
depend,-nt on visual factors. This velocity of terrain ,noverne • nt will be
observed for a 120 knots approach at altitudes below 50 ft and after the
aircraft has flared to the final approach angle of approximately 1/4 to 1/2
degree. (This -,k-as determined using the equation bolo%%, which is a Simpliti-
cation of Equation 1 ^ of Appendix A fur motion along the rUnway centerline
►{	 57. 
3A	
degrees /second
Therefore, if a nominal 1-degree bearn is used to scan a 30-degree field of
view, the scan period should equal or be less than 1/30 second to ensure
smooth motion up to the blur rate of 30 clegree/second. Thus, an antenna
should be provided with a scan rate of at least 30 frames/second.
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(). P 3 1 IMPLEMFN'rA I'.'ON
6. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the circuit combination described in this section is to generate
a pictorial representation of the fore and view from the aircraft using video
froin an azimuth scanning antenna. The technique for generating this view
uses a velocity-modulated fast vertical scan to prov-.de a P 3 I (Processed
PPI) display. The vertical deflection waveform is a hyperbola whose exact
shapr is dependent on aircraft altitude. Usc • of this shape gives rise to a
perspective representation in one-to-one geometric aspect to that which
\kould appear in the normal for\kard view.
6.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
The discussion will be presented in terms of the t--lock diagram of Figure 4.9.
This diagram shoes the major elements required to present the desired
display. The video amplifier is conventional and poses no special require-
ments for P 3 I use. The horizontal sv. , eep generator provides an output
proportional to the azimuth angle of the antenna, at a suitable scale factor
for the basic scope; it also provides an auxiliary output for the rc" portion
of the attitude correction circuit. Attitude insertion accepts one
	
,nal from
each axis of a conventional attitude gyro, and operates only "^-ith slow wave-
forms. The vertical sweep generator accepts an altitude input and the
transmitter trigger and generates the fast, nonlinear sweep that is the heart
of the P 3I system. The shading amplifier developes compensation for the
changes in velocity 0, riting rate) of the sweep.
The vertical s-,keep has been described as the heart of the P 3I system. Fhe
equation and some of the properties are presented in Appendix C, along with
plots of typical cases.
The present program included anevaluation and experimental studv of several
mays of synthesizing, to suitable accuracy, the required family of curves.
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ANTENNA	 CHANNEL
SENSOR
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AMPLIFIER	 SHADING	 TO CRT
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Figure 49. P 3 l Display Block Diagram
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1'It . III ,'thod sc•lec Ic • d, bulls Iur Ili, e\p( . rimvnLtil pru ­^ rI'a i ;md lur htcl' Might
hardware, uses a suns of e\poncnLi;ils.	 Phis choice is _luslified in Aplwmlix 1)
6.3 EXPERINIF:NTA1, ELECTRONICS
The overall block diagram of the P 3  display unit is sho\+n in Figure 49.
The basic indicator is a Fairchild 765 Mil oscilloscope, which is militarized
and uses a 5-inch CRT. It has cavities for plug-in amplifiers in boLl, hori-
zontal and vertical deflection channels. A video amplifier, following the
schematic of Figure 50, was added to the scope. A one-volt positive pulse
input causes full spot unblanking. Frequency response is in excess of 5 MHz.
The horizontal sweep generator supplies to the horizontal channel of the scope
a signal .which is a replica of the horizontal scan pattern of the antenna.
Referring back to Figure 4 13, the A/C Attitude Insertion block inserts roll
and pitch informa, , on into the display, in accordance with equation C-2 of
Appendix C. The circuitry used to accomplish this with manual roll and pitch
inputs is described below. In order to use electrical roll and pitch inputs,
different circuitry, discussed in Appendix E, must be used.
The shading amplifier differentiates the hyperbolic ::weep waveform, amplifies
the result, and applies it to the CRT cathode to vary the intensity. This
compensates for intensity variations due to the nonlinear writing rate. In
this circuit, given in Figure 51, the input network, consisting of two capacitors,
one resistor, and three diodes, performs the necessary differentiation. The
emaining circuitry is simply linear amplification.
For tht , P 3 I system testing described in Section 7, a single exponential-
waveform generator was used to approximate the hyperbolic waveform
required for vertical scan. This signal %,as then added to the required
functions of roll and pitch to produce the signal for driving a Fairchild
Type 74-19 amplifier plugged into the left cavity of tht- 765 MH scope.
The circuit used is given in Figure 52.	 The value of C I was 150 pF;	 C 2 and
C 3 were not used. The input pulse came from a pulse generator triggered
by the radar timing generator.	 Altitude control was a 50 kilohm potentiorneter.
A field-effect transistor (FET) %,as used to provide a low impedance for driving
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Figure 52. Circu'try for P 3 1 Vertical Sweep Generator Using Manual Altitude, Roll, and Pitch Inputs
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1)1'Ul'cssing is act, ()IIII)IIshed by adding 1'1111 .11111 piIcI1 Ni,Itogvs it) IhaI tl,tvvform.
'1'hr pitch voltage comes from a 1000 -oh111 potentiometer acting as a voltage
divider across the 1. 15 and -15 volt power supplies, as shown. The setting
of the potentionlrter is proportional to the pitch angle; a setting of mid-scale
provides zero volts, which corresponds to zero pitch.
The roll signal must he multiptied by the horizontal sweep signal. This is
accomplished by applying a push-pull lorizontal s"veep signal across a
1000-ohm potentiometer. The setting of this potentiometer is proportional
to the tangent of the roll angle; a mid-scale setting provides zero signal
corresponding to zero roll angle.
A positi\e I -jolt and a negative 15-volt power supply was used to supply
pov.cr to the vertical and horizontal sweep circuitry. Diagrams of these
power supplies are shown in Figure 53. All other power required etas taken
from the 7b5 Mll scope.
6.4 RESULTS
In addition to the system test results described e l sev , here in this report, the
expurin,ents using the circuits described above pave rise to a clearer notion
of what hardware might be suitable for flight use. Cansiderable study effort
was also devoted to elaboration of these notions. The result.,, presented in
Appendix E, are techniques chosen to make use of components within the
state-of-the-art and to enlphasize simplicity and case of test.
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7. 1-1 3 1 SYS'TI-:M TEST
In October and November of 1967, testing of the first P 3I system/display was
performed at the Plainfieldl i fi l  facility of Lockheed Electronics Company. This
testing was intended, (1) to demonstrate the feasibility of electronically
(rattier than optically) producing such a display, and (L) LC, demonstrate the
ridge scanning antenna. The excellent results obtained are sell'-evident in
Figures 56 and 59.
7.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A breadboard system %%as assenibl y d, consisting of a vacuum, !ube transmitter
an-d receiver, ridge scanning antenna, and P 3 I display. Also included were
control circuits, power supplies, anti other te st components intended to pro-
vide the flexibility required for system evaluation. The P 3 I display subsystem
used during testing vas described in Section 6. the following sections describe
the radar subsystem and the antenna used for testing.
a) Radar Subsystem. - Figu-e 54 shoes the block diagram of the
laboratory breadboard radar subsystem. The Ku band RF output pulse from
the transmitter has a puts ,- width of 0. 1 microsecond and a pc-ak power of
Z kW. Radar pulse repetition frequency (approximately 24 kllz) and the
transmitter input trigge^ are generated by a laboratory pulse generator.
Primary ; ow • e,r required for the transmitter is 11 y`. .=^C at 400 llz. The
transmitter RF output is isolated from the load VSWR by a lo.Id isolator. A
circulator is utilized for transmit and receive signal switching. The RI'
transmit signal output from the circulator is connected to the ridge- scanning
antenna through a directional coupler used for test purposes.
The Ku band RF signal received from the ridge scanning antenna passes
through the test 1. -ectional coupler and receive ports of the circulator to
• L - T f) ♦ ..1, -	 'T,!- _ T " , . -I-  _ r. .  _ - _ -- -. . - 1 • ^ . _ . i I- - - - I- I - 1.	 - - - _ ... - - r ^ L
CONTROL
CIRCUITS
iNPUT _ ♦
 TRANSMITTER	 ISOLATORTRIGGER.
TEST OUTPU
st(STRON	 VARIABLE
._,0,	 ATTENUATO°
LMONITOR
Figure 54. General Block Diagram of Laboratory Breadboard Radar Subsystem
RIDGE SCANNER ANTENNA
Q6
F.
at II' by thr prc•a ►► phiic r Iollo%%ing thc• ccjixer. The Ku band local oscillator
po..: r r,•ciccircd for mixing is gc • rnerated by a manually Ictnc•(I Mystrun osril-
IaLor whose wiLp, it is connc c lecl to Lhc • mixer Lhroiigh a vari.chiv atlenuaLur.
I he Il•' signet ot ► t of lhC I>reaMplifier is further amplilied toga riLhi n ically
and &:cected in the lug IF amplifier. The detected autput video from the lob;
Ir amplifier is connected to the P 3I display ,, here it is further processed.
b) Variable Ridge Scanning Antenna. - An experimental eleclrori-iechani-
cal variable ridge scanning antenna, similar to the one reported in References
29 and 30, was designed and fabricated as the antenna to be used in testing.
This antenna, shown in Figures 55 and 5b, consists of a radiating array with
a ridged transmission line. The depth to which this ridge may be inserted
into the array is variable and changes the length of the wave in the transmission
line. This, in turn, will change the scanning angle. Variation of the ridge
insertion depth is accomplished by a series of seven scotch yokes driven by-
an eccentric shaft.
Azimuth scan angle is determined by a pick-off consisting of a magnet
attached to the end of one of the scotch yokes moving through a coil. This
movement produces a sinusoidal output that must be phase-shifted 90' to
provide -^ properly phased output to the display. The output front the phase-
shifting networr, gives a voltage which is directly proportional to the scan
angle of the antenna. Azimuth beamwidth is approximately 1. 2 degrees.
The antenna is driven by a variable speed motor. Testing was performed at
a reduced scan speed of 6 revolutions (12 frames) per second, compatible
%vith the filming technique used. In order to provide a flickerless display for
in-flight use, the antenna can be driven at 30-35 :evolutions (60-70 frames)
per second.
7.2 TEST DESCRIP -1`1ON AND RESi'LTS
Testing was performed in a 100 foot high tower at the Lackheed Electronics
Company Plainfield facility. Al l
 egl ►ipment was housed in the upper part of
the tower, shown in relation to the surrounding terrain in Figure 57. The
P ,I display had a 26° azimuth field of view and a 15° depression (25° total
vertical) angle field of view, with vertical sweep waveform corresponding to
a 100 feet altitude. Radar data was obtained with 1.2° azimuth resolution and
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Figure 55. Variable Ridge Scanning Antenna Assembly
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Figure 56. Variable Ridge Scanning Antenna Cross Section
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SO foot range resolution. Syst( • nn values used during testing are Still imarI /'Cd
in Appendix l3, except that the scan rate used (luring testing was 12 frames
per second.
Initial adjustnicriL of the system was performed using a 1.2° azimuth beamwidth
manually scanned antenna. This resulted in a general familiarity \\ith
 the
radar signature of tilt , surrounding terrain as it appeared on the P 3 I display.
The ridge scanning antenna was used after the system .vas adjusted to a
satisfactory level of performance.
The most valuable data collected were photographic records of the P 3 I dis-
play appearance. Still photos were taken using, a scope-mounted Polaroid
camera, and were compared against photos of the terrain. The Giannini
Mult i date Model III-13 camera used in the LF,C helicopter radar program
obtained ►novies of the P 3I display. This electric film advance camera was
synchronized to the ridge scanning antenna so that one movie frame was
advanced and exposed each time the ridge came to its "out'' position (I
revolution or 2 display frames). The ridge scanning antenna was driven at
6 revolutions per second, resulting in a film exposure rate of 6 frames per
second and an exposure time of approximately . 08 second, during which one
complete display frame was presented.
The bulk of the testing evolved about evaluation of the P 3I perspective.
Passive radar corner reflectors were arranged in various ground patterns --
triangles, squares, rectangles, etc. -- in the LEC parking lot area shown in
Figure 57. The perspective view of these patterns as seen from the tower
was photographed and measured in azimuth and depression angle by a transit,
enabling the comparison of P 3I perspective and visual perspective. In
general, the agreement between visual and P 3 I perspective was excellent.
This is demonstrated by Figures 58 and 59, showing photographs copied from
experimental movie film. Figure 58 shows photographs of a simulated runway
obtained by placing 12 corner reflectors in a rectangle that was 32 feet across
and 350 feet long, with the horizontal rows perpendicular to the line of sight
and 70 feet apart and the vertical rows skewed to the line of sight. In
perspective, the base of the rectangle was 5. 5° wide and the top 2. 5° wide.
The first 10 corner reflectors were accompanied by high-intensity lights,
resulting in the visual perspective pF,otu on the top. The P 3 I perspective
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Figure 58. Perspective Appearance of Runway as Seen Visually
and on P 3 I Display
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Figure 59• Pt , rspt , ctive Appearance of Landing Pad as ti n Visually
and on Y 3 I Display
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I.:	 r, iI 	 rs,	 in :i slightl y 	sit .ill4•r scat ' • 111.111 1114•	 1,	 is
sIiov,n un t I i	 I)I)It	 Iii,	 \-,Uh tI),• ( I lisc	 I.L	^	 im-11L h('t\\l l'll I'	 I .iiid
p(-r. jwt-Livc h( • ing ol► vious. This sillmlal cs ill,- perspecLive apin•ar:Ink e of
it 150 - 1oot wide • runway as seen from approximately	 125 feet altitude of a
3' L• inding approach or	 250 feet altitude of a 6° approach, both to-\\ard an
aiming point 1000 feet beyond threshold. Figure 5" demonstrates the visual
and P 3I perspective appearance of a landing; pad 100 feet across anc. 200 feet
long which is outlined by 12 reflectors and 10 lights, spaced 33 feet apart
in horizontal rows perpendicular to the line of sight and 67 feet apart in
rows skewed to the line of sight. As viewed from the antenna, the pad is
15' across at the base and 5° high, corresponding to the perspective
appearance of the pad as seen from approximately 80 feet altitude on a 10'
approach toward the canter of the pad. Again, considering the scale difference,
the P 3I and visual perspective agreement is quite good.
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b. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR F? i RTHER ACTION
The feasibility of the basic P 3I system has been demonstrated, using manual
inputs for altitude and attitude and a breadboard System configuration. The
main recomnirridation is that the results obtained during the present contract
period be applied to the fabrication of a flying, dynamic, experimental ►model
of the complete. P 3I system. This system %would include a 60 inch, 1. 0'
avimuth beamwidth ridge sci nning antenna, a 1' elevation beani%, idth passive
cross-beam antenna for registration, a L kW Ku-band transmitter to produce
0. 1 µsec pulses at a 25 kllz repetition rate, and a suitable display with at
least a 25' by 25' field of view. This system would undergo checkout and
adjustment through flight-test in LEC's FI1- 1 100 helicopter prior to installation
in the NASA-Ames Convair 340. (This system is described in detail in LEC's
proposal to NASA-Ames for a follow -on to the study reported herein. )
It is also recommended that analytical studies be continued to Support and
advance in-flight research efforts. Included would be feasibility and design
studies toward the fabrication of the CBRS system. Study may also be applied
to the integration of additional information into the basic P 3I display, such
as a ground track line, altitude information, aiming point identification, and
flight director information. The feasibility of automatic registration and of
making the P J I system independent of external altitude inputs (through cross-
beu,» use) should also be investigated. Motion cue analysis should also be
continued; in particular, it may be possible to electronically outline the
instantaneous aiming point by an isovelocity curve or through storage of
several key ground returns.
The basic P 3 I concept of a radar-derived, aircraft-contained landing display/
system has been demonstrated. Work should nog,, be centered on bringing
such a system to the level of in-flight performance and sophistication which
will enable ''better than visual' landings under zero-zero conditions.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR MOTION CUE ANALYSIS
Equations defining constant velocity and acceleration curves are derived in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of motion cues as a landing aid. An
equation is derived in Reference 11 which relates the radial angular velocity
to ground coordinates. In this analysis, the radial angular velocity is ex-
pressed in terms of azimuth and elevation angle coordinates. This is ac-
co!nplished in order to get plots of the constant velocity and acceleration
contours on a vertical display,
1. Derivation of Equation for Obtaining Isovelocity Curves
The equation derived in Reference 11 is given by:
K = V X z + Y L sinL =C
X + Y + D + L DY cos	 (1)
Where:	 K =	 =	 radial angular velocity
X and Y = ground coordinates
D = slant range from the aiming point or impact
point to the aircraft
V = velocity of aircraft along its glide slope
a, = glide slope angle
The geometrical identification of those terms is illustrated in Figure A-1
along with the defining azimuth and elevation angles. We will now proceed
to obtain K as a function of (W, 0, D, A and V) from which ¢ = f (K, A, D,
cx and V) veil; be derived to facilitate generating constant K curves direct-
ly. X and Y ina; , be solved in ternis of fJ and 0 by first substituting Y o for
(Y + D cos x ).
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4- Y - 4	 (D COS a +Y)
LEGEND:	 L	 J D Z SIN' a + X- + ID COS a + Y)2
0 n DEFINED AZIMUTH ANGLE
6 n DEFINED ELEVATION ANGLE
n RADIAL ANGLE FROM IMPACT POINT 0
(K n dd
figure A-1. ;eometry of Aircraft Descent to Impact Point 0.
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